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INTRODUCTION 
In the course or my graduate studies at Boston 
University, I have round that a good derinitive work on 
the Beast Epic and the Beast Fable in German Litera ture 
is lacking. It is my purpose to present to the English 
speaking reader the history, development, and social sig-
niricance or the Beast Epic and the Beast Fable in German 
literature. 
Whenever possible, I have gone back to the original 
sources and rrom these I have drawn my own conclusions. 
When this was impossible, I have rererred to the most 
authentic secondary sources. 
The conclusions drawn are my own insorar as I have 
interpreted the original works. 
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The Beast Fable goes back to the remote stages of human 
culture. It probably had its origin in the universal ten-
dency of man to express his thoughts in concrete images. It 
is a most primitive and widely diffused form of oral expres-
sion. 
The essential feature of the fable is the transfer, to 
inanimate objects, or more frequently to the lower animals, 
the quality of rational beings. Therefore, if the fable is 
well contrived, the novelty and the impossibility of the 
presentation commands the interest of the hearer or reader, 
who deduces its symbolic meaning and moral. 
The ancient fables, which in all probability sprang 
up in India,l were simple, clear, and earnest in their por-
trayal, and from these the Aesopian fables apparently 
originated. Artless and transparent in their construction, 
effecting no graces of style, the story is the main thing, 
the moral being always subordinate and never permitted to 
interfere with the principal theme. 
A collection of these Aesopian fables in books, and 
in all probability in prose, is recorded as made by a 
Demetrius of Phalerum (345-285 BC) for the use of orators. 
No copy of this collection, however, is known to exist. 2 
In Latin literature, the fable appeared sporadically 
lReissenberger, page 2. 
2Jacobs, page xi. 
1 
in the saturae of Ennius, Lucilius, and Horace, but as an 
isolated form, apart from inclusion in other types of lit-
erature, it is firs t found in the writing s of Phaedrus, a 
Thracian freedman, who lived during the time of Tiberius 
and Claudius.1 Babrius, a Roman tutor to the son of 
Alexander Severus also rendered the Aesopian fables into 
Greek verse in the early part of the third century AD. 
Paulus Diaconus, in the eigth century, also made a version 
of these fables in tetrameters. Romulus, who was used as a 
source by many medieval ~Titers, paraphrased the f ables of 
Phaedrus in the early part of the tenth century.2 
Translations of Latin fables were made in many lan-
guages. The oldest collection, in French, that of Marie 
de France, prepared before 1200, was based on an English 
translation of Romulus, and called Isopet.3 In the middle 
of the t welfth century, Romulus was versified in a collection 
called Aesopus, or today, Annonymous Neveleti because it was 
included in the Mythologica Aesopica of Isaac Nevelet (1610} 
and which is now ascribed to Walter of England (Geralterus 
Anglicus} .4 More than one hundred manuscripts of this work 
are known and a printed edition appeared in 1473. One of 
lTeuffel, page 46. 
2oesterley, pag e xv. 
3oesterley, pag e xxiv. 
4oesterley, page xxvi. 
2 
the first books to be printed in Germany, Ulrich Boner's 
Der Edelstein {Bamberg, 1461} was translated from the ver-
sion of Walter of England.l With the revival of classical 
learning, manuscripts of Greek fables were brought to Italy 
from Byzantium. A Greek text with Latin translation printed 
in Milan by Bonnus Accursius about 1479, was frequently re-
printed in a pocket sized volume with the Greek and Latin 
in parallel columns. About 1480 Heinrich Steinhovel pub-
lished in Latin, with Greek translation, Romulus, Avianus, 
some of the recently discovered Greek fables and other ma-
terial. This important collection was translated into 
French by Julian Machault, and from French into English by 
William Caxton in 1484. The fables in these anthologies 
are the source of most of those which in various languages, 
are now called Aesops Fables.2 
Whereas the Beast Fable is international, the Beast Epic 
bears the mark of the country in which it was written. The 
nucleus of all the Beast Epics is the Aesopian fable of the 
healing of the sick lion. The first recorded version of 
this story in Germanic literature is found in the Latin poem 
of Paulus Diaconus written about 784 at the court of 
Charlemagne.3 The lion becomes ill and orders all the animals 
-------------------------------------------------------------
lJacobs, page xvi. 
2Jacobs, page xix. 
3Baesecke, page 393. 
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to bring him remedies. All obey except the fox, who is ca-
lumniated in his absence by his enemy, the bear, and con-
dew~ed to death by the lion. The fox turns up at last and 
informs the lion that he has been on a long journey searching 
for a remedy, and has succeeded in discovering it. The only 
cure for the lion is to be wrapped in the skin of the bear. 
The bear is immediately flayed, the fox is then justified in 
the eyes of the lion, and the fox is revenged upon all his 
enemies. The substitution of the bear for the wolf is pe-
culiar to this version and does not occur in any subsequent 
t E . 1 Beas p1c. 
1Rose, page 32. 
4 
The oldest Beast Epic of which we have any trace is the 
Ecbasis cujusdam captiviper tropologiam (The escape of a cap-
tive in an allegory). This work appeared in about 940. The 
author was a monk of Lorraine, of the Cloister of St. Aper, 
near Toul, who delineated his life experiences in the guise 
of a Beast Epic. He appears to have been a young and lusty 
individual, who could not resign himself to the stringencies 
of the Cluniac Reforms, which were being enforced in his 
cloister (936). The escapades of this unkno~~ monk caused 
him to be imprisoned in the cloister dungeon. This im-
prisonment was to be for life unless he could give proof of 
his moral and spiritual regeneration. In order of show his 
return to the fold, he composed his poetic epic. The poem 
is in Latin, in leonine hexameter, that is, an hexameter in 
which the caesura and the end of the line rhyme with each 
other, for example: 
talibus a culpis facta est expulsio vulpis 
The poem consists of an outer and an inner structure. 
The outer story is an adaption of the parable of the lamb 
that was caught by the wolf in sheep's clothing, and rescued 
by the shepherd. It relates the story of a calf which escapes 
from its stall to seek its mother. The calf wanders into the 
Vosges mountains and is captured by a wolf in the guise of a 
monk. The wolf tells the calf that he has been on a monkish 
diet for the past three months and intends to eat his captive 
in the very near future. The calf, however, since King Henry 
5 
has decreed peace in the country, persuades the wolf to post-
pone his dinner until the next morning. That evening the 
wolf's two servants, the otter and the hedgehog arrive. 
The hedgehog is ordered to keep watch while the otter re-
freshes the calf with food and encouragement. The wolf, who 
has fallen asleep in the meantime, is awakened by bad dreams, 
and although the otter interprets the dreams as a sign of 
impending danger, and advises the release of the calf, the 
wolf refuses to abate his desires and gives instructions 
concerning the preparation of his meal. In the meantime 
the dog has informed the shepherd of the calf's whereabouts. 
The entire herd, led by the powerful bull, bears down upon 
the wolf's den. The bellowing of the bull awakens the wolf 
and he orders his servants to prepare for battle, since the 
only enemy that he fears, the fox, is not among the besiegers. 
The two servants then ask the wolf why the fox is his worst 
enemy. The wolf thereupon relates the inner fable, the story 
of the sick lion and the wolf's skin. It appears that since 
that time there had been mortal enmity between the ·wolf and 
the fox, especially since the original victim had been the 
ancestor of the present wolf, and, in addition, the fox had 
been rewarded with the wolf's castle. At the conclusion of 
the story, the otter looks out of the \rlndow and sees the fox 
approaching. The fox bears an order from the king granting 
6 
him the wolf's castle. The two servants desert the wolf, and 
the fox, to avoid bloodshed, entices the wolf, through flattery, 
to make an exit from the castle. The wolf is then affixed to 
a tree by the horns of the bull and the calf escapes and runs 
to its mother, meanwhile_ thanking God for its rescue.l 
The title of the poem makes obvious the author's alle-
gorical intention. Renunciation of the world is the moral 
of the tale. The idea of the wolf as a monk can be discerned 
in the Gospel of Matthew chapter vii, verse 15: 
~Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's 
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves." 
The most ~portant part of the poem can be considered the 
wolf's account of his reasons for enmity toward the fox. 
This hostility is the kernel of the Beast Epics which soon 
developed rapidly.2 
The second Latin Beast Epic, Ysengrimus, written by a 
Magister Nivardus in 1152, bridges a gap of two hundred years. 
In this poem the animals are for the first time given proper 
names and thereby individualized. It is now no longer fox 
and wolf, but Reinardus and Yseng rimus. This poem, unlike 
the Ecbasis, is definitely satirical. We are now shown that 
wisdom is far superior to brute strength. The educated 
laity is superior to the ignorant clergy. The vices of the 
clergy, greed, simony, and laziness are attacked. The right 
of the papal hierarchy is even questioned. Bishops, abbotts, 
and clergy are portrayed as evading biblical and disciplinary 
regulations. Court and society are also satirized, but in a 
lGolther, page 64. 
2Baesecke, page 394. 
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more moderate tone than is arforded the clergy. 
A striking reature or Ysengrimus is that the most culti-
vated animals come rrom France. Both the language and the 
manners of these animals are those or the Romance countries, 
whereas the wolr and the donkey, the types of laziness and 
stupidity and coarseness live in Germany. Voigt believes 
that the author was a German praising French culture at the 
expense of his native land; that he was born in t he Rhineland, 
but lived and wrote his poem in Flanders, where he was a monk 
in the monastery of Blandigny in Ghent. 2 
The next develovment in the history of the Beast Epic 
occurs in France. Between 1170 and 1250 the "branches" or 
the Roman de Renart, t wenty-seven in all, came into e~istence. 
The wolr, who was the chief character in both the Ecbasis 
and Ysengrimus, is now replaced as the chief protagonist by 
the fox. The Roman de Renart is not a coherent unity, but 
a collection of stories or "branches". The number and se-
quence of these "branches" is different in the various manu-
scripts and some "branches" contain more than one adventure. 
The sequence is often arbitrary, and the "branches" were com-
posed by different authors and at different periods.3 
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The next Beast Epics to appear were derived from "branches" 
1voigt, page xxxvi. 
2Voigt, page XCV. 
3Grimm, page lxxi. 
of the Roman de Renart. One was ~ITitten in the High German 
dialect, the other was written in Flemish. The High German 
version was wTitten in about 1180 by an Alsation minstrel 
named Heinrich der Glichezare or Heinrich der Gleissner. He 
based his poem of Reinhart Fuchs upon the oldest "branches " 
of the Roman de Renart. The poem is a tale relating the 
triumph of cunning , and has very little, if any didactic 
purport. Reinhart, at a time when he is reduced to starva-
tion, is received as a friend and an accomplice by Isengrim, 
whose hospitality he abuses. On the other hand, Isengrim 
breaks faith when he devours a quantity of pork which has 
been procured by Reinhart. The fox procures revenge when 
he makes Isengrim the victim of several cruel practical 
jokes which he perpetrates, and these end the friendship 
in a serious quarrel between the two. While both parties 
are now mustering their respective forces for warfare, their 
quarrel is interrupted by a proclamation from the k ing (the 
Lion) to the effect that all subjects must immediately make 
their appearance at court. The king who has for some time 
been indisposed, ascribes his disease to the displeasure of 
Heaven, on account of his long neglect in the administra-
tion of justice. All the animals except Reinhart--against 
whom many charges are placed--obey the royal proclamation. 
Several messengers, who are sent to call Reinhart to court 
9 
are deceived and maltreated by the criminal. At last, per-
suaded by his friend, Krimel (the Badger) he comes to court, 
and in the di sguise of a physici an he prescribes for the king 's 
disease. The lion, he says, cannot be cured unless he be 
wrapped up in the skin of the wolf, who must be killed and 
flayed. By a series of malicious stratagems, Reinhart drives 
all his foes from court. Finally, Reinhart poisons the king 
and leaves the court with Krimel, the badger, as his only 
friend. 1 
Even though Glichezare based his poem on "branches" of 
the Roman de Renart, he was not a literal translator, but 
added several observations of his ovm. There are references 
to the Niebelungenhort and to contemporary events. 2 He 
sketched his animal world in the likeness of a contemporary 
state. His animals masquerade as people in their social en-
vironment, classified according to vocation and to their 
station in life: Clergy, friars, knights, vassals, merchants, 
courtiers, and above them all, the king. Ridicule permeates 
the entire poem, but in the ridicule and satire lies a bitter 
scorn for the corruption and the ignorance inherent in human 
nature which finally leads to the destruction of all lawful 
order, the death of the ruler, and the triumph of the imposter 
over the honest man. 
The literary influence of this epic was insignificant. 
The literary tastes of the cultured public of this period was 
influenced by the nobility and the various courts. The demand 
1Grimm, page cxv. 
2Baesecke, RF, page 21. 
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was for tales of knightly adventure (ritterliche Abenteuer 
und Frauenverehrung), and despite some attempts to refine 
the epic into the courtly style that was acceptable, the 
roguish tricks and the indelicate innuendoes contained in 
Reinhart Fuchs did not find much favor. 1 
The Flemish epic, Van den vos Reinaerde, ascribed to 
Willem, a poet of East Flanders, is the basic source of all 
the Fuchs epics which have come down to us. 2 The date of 
the poem is about 1250, and the source wa s one of the 
"branches" which describes how the Lion held his court. 
The author also made use of other "branches" and added some 
original touches of his own. About 1375 an unknown West 
Flemish poet revised and extended the epic of Willem. Both 
poems take the laity and clergy as butts of their satire. 
This satiric and didactic element which seems inseparable 
from the Beast Epic in all its forms, takes an ever more 
prominent place in a version of Hinrek van Allanar printed 
at Antwerp in 1487. This ~Titer divided the story into 
books and chapters, each provided with a p rose commentary 
in which the moral and the religious bearings of the poem 
are set forth. In his preface, the author describes himself 
as a "scholemester unde tuchtlehrer des edelen, dogenliken 
vorsten unde heren van Lotryngen"3 (Schoolmaster and tutor 
lEhrismann, vol. 2, pag e 350. 
2-prien, page x. 
3prien, page 1. 
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of the noble, virtuous prince and Lord duke of Lorraine). 
He further states "die fabele von Reynken deme vosse • 
is ok vul van wyssheyt vnde guder exempel vnde lere"1 
(the fable of Reinhart Fuchs ••• is also full of wisdom, 
good example, and teaching). , An unknovm Low Saxon poet 
made a translation of Alkmar's poem and it was printed under 
the title of Reynke de Vos at Lubeck in 1498. 2 
Reynke de Vos is the most fru~ous of all the Low German 
literary works. The poet tells his story well and does not 
interrupt the narrative to intrude his own reflections on 
his readers. The humor, sly satire; the skill with which 
the various animals are characterized, the human interest 
of Reynke's adventures havemade the work one of the most 
popular German books of all times. It was a house book and 
a universal companion and ranked by many as second to the 
Bible, and through Goethe's modernization this popularity 
has continued down to our own day.3 
As in the earlier Flemish version,4 the story opens 
with the lion holding court. The various animals bring forth 
their accusation against the absent Fox. Braun, the bear, 
is sent by the King to Malpertus, the fox's castle, with 
orders to fetch the accused to court. The sly Fox, knowing 
1Prien, page 1. 
2Grimm, page CLxvi. 
3Rose, page 34. 
4Prien, page x. 
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Braun's fondness for honey, induces the Bear to put his head 
into the trunk of a tree which has been wedged open. With-
drawing the wedge, Reynke leaves Braun to the mercy of the 
peasants who beat him unmercifully and leave him for dead. 
But the Bear escapes his captors and returns to court. The 
next messenger selected by the King is Hinze, the Cat. 
Reynke promises him a fine meal and tricks him into going 
to the home of a priest, who has set a trap for the Fox. 
The Cat is caught, but escapes like the previous messenger, 
Braun. Finally Grimbart the Badger, who is especially 
friendly to Reynke is sent as a messenger and he succeeds in 
bringing .him to court. One of the best passages in the story 
now follows. The Fox is in his most desperate circumstances, 
condemned to death, forsaken by all his friends, and led to 
the gallows. He makes his last request, and nothing can be 
more reasonable than this request. If he has not lived in 
an exemplary manner, he can at least die in an edifying one, 
and therefore beg s that he may be allowed to make a public 
confession of his sins and thereby warn transgressors. The 
King grants his request. Reynke mounts the scaffold, and 
thus confesses his sins: 
"Spiritus Domini helfe mir nun. Ich sehe nicht Einen 
Unter der grossen Versammlung , den ich nicht irg end 
beschadigt. 
Erst, ich war nich ein kleiner Kompan u.11d hatte die Bruste 
Kaum zu sowg en verlernt, da folgt ich meinen Begierden 
Unter die jung en Lammer and Zieg en, die neben der Herde 
Sich im Freien Zerstreunten ; ich horte die blokenden 
Stimrnen 
Gar zu gerne, da lustete mich nach leckerer Speise, 
Lernte hurtig sie kennen. Ein L~chen biss ich zu Tod~, 
Leckte das Blut, es schmeckte mir kostlich, und totete 
weiter 
13 
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Vier der j"un.gsten Ziegen und ass sie, un d. -tib te m.icb fern er; 
Sparte keine Vogel, nocb Hubner nocb Enten, nocb Ganse, 
V.Jo ich sie fand, und babe gar manches im Sande vergraben, 
Was ich geschlachtet und was :mir nicht alles zu essen 
beliebte. 
Dann begegnet' es mir, in einem Winter am Rheine 
Lernt' icb Isengrim kennen, er lauerte hinter den Baumen. 
Gleich versicbert' er mir, ich sei aus seinem Gescblecbte, 
Ja, er ~msste mir gar die Grade der Sippschaft am Finger 
Vorzurechnen. Ich liess mir's gefallen wir schlossen ein 
Blindniss 
Und gelobten einander, als treue Ge self..en zu wandern, 
Leider sollt' ich dadurch mir manches Ubel bereiten. 
Wir durchstrichen zusa~en das Land. Da stahl er das 
Grosse, 
Stahl ich das Kleine. Was wir gewonnen, das sollte 
gemein sein; 
Aber es war nicht gemein, wie billig : er teilte nach 
Willkur; 
Niemals empfing ich die Halfte. Ja, schlinwer hab' ich 
erfahren. 
Wenn er ein ~alb sich geraubt, sich einen Wi dder erbeutet, 
Wenn ich im Uberfluss sitzen ihn fand, er eben die Ziege, 
Frisch geschlachtet, verzehrte, ein Bock ihm unter den 
Klauen 
Lag und zappelte, grinst' er mich an und stellte sich 
g r8.mlicb 
Trieb mich knurrend hinweg : so war mein Teil ibm g eb-
lieben. 
I mmer ging es mir so, es mochte der Braten so gross sein, 
Als er wollte. Ja wenn es g eschah , class vd r in Gesellschaft 
Einen Ochsen gefangen, wir eine Kuh uns gewonnen, 
Gleich erschienen sein Weib und sieben Kinder Q~d warfen 
Uber die Beute sich her und drangten mich hinter die 
M:ahlzeit. 
Keine Rippe konnt' ich erlangen, sie ware denn ganzli ch 
Glatt und trocken genagt: das sollte mir alles gef allen. 
Aber Gott sei gedankt. ich litt deswegen nicht Hunger; 
Heimlich n'ahrt' ich mich wohl von meinen herrlichen Schatzen 
Von dem Silber und Golde, das ich an sicherer Statte 
Heimlich verwahre; des hab' ich g enug. Es schafft mir 
wahrhaftig 
Ihn kein Wagen hinweg, und wenn er siebenmal fuhre. 
Und es horchte der Konig, da von dem Schatze g esagt ward, 
Neigte sich vor und sprach: Von wannen ist er euch kommen? 
Saget an. Iche meine den Schatz. Und Reineke sagte: 
Dieses Geheimnis verhehl ich Euch. riicht, was k~mnt es mir 
helfen? 
Denn ich nehme nichts mit von diesen kbstlichen Dingen. 
Aber wie Ibr befehlt, will ich Euch alles erz~hlen, 
Denn es muss nur einmal heraus; um Liebes und Leides 
Mocht ich wahrhaftig das grosse Geheimnis nicht l~nger 
verhehlen: 
Denn der Schatz war gestohlen. Es batten sich viele 
verschworen, 
Euch, Herr Konig zu morden, und ~mrde zuselbigen StQnde 
Nicht der Schatz mit Klugheit entwendet, so war es 
geschehen . 
Merket es, gnadiger Herr. denn Euer Leben und Wohlfahrt 
Hing an dem Schatz. Und dass man ihn stahl , das brachte 
denn leider 
• IJ • Meinen eignen Vater ln grosse Noten , es bracht' lhn 
Fruhe zur traurigen Fahrt, vielleight zu ewig em Schaden; 
Aber, gnadiger Herr, zu Eurem Nutzen geschah es ."l 
The insinuations in his confession serve their purpose . 
The queen longs to know all about the treasure and covets it. 
The king is very desirous of information about the plot against 
his life and desires to know more . Reynke is, therefore, 
g iven a reprieve and comes dmvn from the scaffold in triumph. 
A long series of impositions, slanders, and falsehoo ds are 
now perpetrated by the fox, all associated vvi th admirable 
self- possession and audacity, and mostly successful. As an 
ill-used subject, Reynke first gains royal sympathy, and then 
becomes eminently pious. Thoug h he has well defended himself 
against all the charges of his enemies, he must now need to 
go to Rome on a pilgrimage to receive absolution from the 
Pop e for his youthful peccadilloes. On his return from the 
pilgrimage he is revered as a saint, and rewarded for all his 
cunning. He is elevated to the rank of Lord High Chancellor 
and Privy Seal of the realm governed by King Nobel .2 
Whereas the Fuchs story of Heinrich der Glichesaere 
satirizes a contemporary state, the Flemish version, and its 
1Goethe, RF, pag e 63 . 
2Goethe, RF, pag e lf. 
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~ollowers, satirizes court li~e. The story in its entirety 
is subordinate to the soci a l interpretations o~ human rela-
tions. This is even pointed out in the pre~ace o~ Alkmar's 
version.1 A reader o~ the work, and Goethe's modernization 
is recommended, should notice that the people - here the 
animals - are divided into rour classes: 1. Town workers 
and ~armers 2. Townsmen and merchants 3. Clergy 4. Princes, 
knights, petty nobility, squires 5. Above all of them, stands 
the king and the royal ~amily. In this social portrait, which 
is not in the least emphasized in Glichasaere's version, lies 
the great di~~erence between li~e in the Feudal ag e o~ the 
twel~th and thirteenth century, and the attitude toward li~e 
during the rise o~ the towns as main centers of culture one 
hundred years later. 2 
In 1539 there was published an edition o~ Reynke de Vos 
at Rostock. This edition had many alterations over the 
editions published in Lubeck in 1498 and 1517. The most im-
portant alteration was contained in the gloss, which was re-
phrased in a Protestant sense and there~ore called the 
Protestant gloss. This circumstance, together with the ~act 
that the book was put on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum at 
Antwerp in 1570 caused a spate o~ translations and editions 
to be published and thereby spread the popularity o~ the work. 
The new gloss was written ~nth great ~rankness and sharp 
polemics against the Catholic church and lashed the public as 
1Prien, page 3. 
2Ehrismann, vol. 2, page 352. 
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well as the private life of its members with copious use of 
citations from classical and contemporary authors. The 
poem was also praised by Martin Luther as a "living counter-
feit of court life."1 
There have been innumerable editions, based on either 
the Flemish or the Low-German version, and the best knol¥n of 
all later adaptions is Goethe's Reineke Fuchs, based on the 
Low-German. This version was written in hexameters, and 
first published at Berlin in 1794. This, although not an 
original work, was one of the most successful and most inter-
esting of Goethe's works. When this Low-German version came 
into his hands, he says, he was in a mood to call all men 
fools and knaves, but here he found human weaknesses and vices 
presented so bumorously as to put him in a more genial temper. 
The eighth canto has some passages that are not in the original 
work, one passage being a concise summary of his political 
creed. It occurs in the confession of his sins by Reineke to 
Krimel, the Badger, who escorts him to the court: 
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Doch das Schlimmste find' ich den DUnkel des irrigen Wahnes 
Der die Menschen ergreift: es konne jeder . im Taumel 
Seines heftigen Wellens die Welt beherrschen und richten. 
Hielte doch jeder sein Weib und seine Kinder in Ordnung, 
Wusste sein trotzig Gesinde zu bandigen, konnte sich stille, 
Wenn die Thoren verschwenden, in massigem Leben erfreuen. 
Aber wie Sollte die Welt sich verbessern. Es lasst sich jeder 
Alles zu und will mit Gewalt die Andern bezwi~gen. 
Und so sinken wir tiefer und tiefer ins Arge. 
Engel states that lines four to seven of the above quota-
1Rose, page 36. 
2Bro~me, vol. 2, page 436. 
tion f ollow Goethe's maxim "that every man should sweep before 
his own door. "l 
The similarity of this Reineke material ~dth the events 
of the times (mainly the French Revolution) as they mirrored 
themselves in Goethe's mind was later brought out in his 
Xenien: 
"Vor J"ahrhunderten hatte ein Dichter dieses gesung en? 
Wie ist das ~oglich? Der Stoff ist ja von Gestern 
und heut." 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1Engel, vol. 2, page 509. 
2Engel, vol. 2, page 510. 
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Georg Rollenhagen's Froschmeuseler is less a beast epic 
than a didactic satire in the cause of the Reformation. His 
poem is a version of the Batrachomyomachia (the Battle of 
the Frogs and Mice of Aristophanes. The Greek poem was a 
parody of the Homeric epic, and Rollenhagen, who had learned 
of the comic possibilities of the beast epic from Reynke de 
. Vos, uses the parody as a vehicle for his own vi~ews on the 
social, political, and the religious movement of the age. 
The first book of .his poem is a welding together of fable 
and history and is dedicated to "das burgerliche kleinleben." 
It has ~the expressed purpose of inculcating the principles 
of diligence, kindness, and religious devotion which are 
necessary to live in harmony with one's fellow man. The 
second book is a delineation of the Reformation era. He 
develops his theme through Bausback, king of the frogs, who 
narrates thehistory of his realm and the rapid growth of 
church power until Elbmarx, the heroic frog - in whom we can 
observe Martin Luther- successfully combats the church's 
rules of celibacy, greed for money, and its excommunications. 
The poem continues with discussions, between frogs and mice, 
on the relative merits of various forms of government, which 
ends with the conclusion that a monarchy is best for all 
concerned. Broseldieb, the crown prince of the mouse kingdom, 
is accidentally drowned and the mice, believing it to be a 
deliberate plot on the part of the frogs, plan a war of re-
venge. The war reaches a stalemate, with neither side success-
ful and is finally stopped by the Allmighty. This second book 
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of the poem is an attempt by Rollenhagen to point out that 
religious variance is no call for bitter conflictwhich only 
results in a Pyrrhic victory.1 
Throughout the poem, stress is placed on contentment 
with one's station in life and the ability of the individual 
to endure suffering and hardship. The latter qualities are 
stressed through numerous examples and admonitions: 
"Genuge ist besser d~uviel, 
Wenn man's nur recht bedenken will. 
Ein jeder lass sich an dem gnUgen, 
Was sich zu seim handel will fngen; 
Wird er druber so viel begeren, 
So muss er gross und kleines enberen. 
Woher sich euer elend findet 
Daher, dass niemand jeder frist 
Mit seinem stand zufrieden ist. 
Was got und die natur uns geben, 
Das ist uris nimmer gut und eben; 
Man muss stets nach ein andern gaffen, 
Das macht die ganze welt voll affen. 
Der ist ein weis glucklicher man, 
D~r sich in sein stand schicken kan; 
Wer das nicht kan, der ist elend 2 Und bleibt ein narr bis an sein end." 
Another satire against Catholicism written by Wolfhart 
Spangenberg is Der Ganskonig. This poem, which borders on 
the Schwankverssammlung, relates the story of a goose, which 
with the aid and protection of Saint Martin, proves itself 
to be a noble sufferer and is permitted to enter the paper 
heaven of the calendar of saints.3 
1 Goedecke, Der Froschmeuseler. 
~oedecke, page v. 
~artin and Schmidt, Der Ganskonig. 
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The Beast Epic, it has been noted, had been used as a 
vehicle for satire and polemic against the Catholic Church. 
The Beast Fable, which had also enjoyed great popularity 
during the Reformation period was also used as a weapon in 
this conflict between Jesuit and Protestant fanaticism 
which in the final analyses was not a bit more rational 
and far less imposing than the old system of papal supremacy 
which it hoped to replace. The Beast Fable was, however, 
used with good effect by Martin Luther, Burkhard Waldis, 
and above all, by Erasmus Alberus. 
The Fable received great impetus for its cultivation 
through Martin Luther, who in 1530 made a translation of 
"Aesop's Fables" and prefaced it with instructions for their 
use. He also placed the worth of Fable as right behind that 
of the Bible: "denn man darin unter schlichten Worten und 
einfachen Fabeln die allerfeinste Lehre, W~rnung und 
Unterricht findet (wer sie zu gebrauchen weiss) auf 
n f dass man kluglich und friedlich unter den bosen Leuten in der 
u 1 falschen, argen Welt leben moge." In the course of the pre-
face he also shows proof of the reformer's .oare for the edu-
cation of the young: 
"AVs der Vrsachen haben wir uns dis Buch furgenomen zu 
fegen, vnd jm ein wenig besser Gestalt zu geben, denn 
es bisher gehabt, Allermeist v.mb der dUgend willen, das 
sie solche feine Lere und Warnung vnter der lieblichen 
gestalt der Fabeln, gleich wie in einer Mummerey oder 
Spiel, deste lieber Ierne, vnd fester behalte. Denn 
lThiele, page 1. 
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wir gesehen haben, welch ein vngeschickt Buch aus dem 
Esopo gemacht haben, die den Deudschen Esopum, der 
furhanden ist, an tag geben haben, welche wol werd weren 
einer grossen Straffe, als die nicht allein solch fein , 
nutzlich Buch, zu Schanden vnd vnnutz g emacht, sondern 
auch viel Zusatz aus jrem Kopff hinzu gethan, Wiewol das 
noch zu leiden were. 
DAruber so schendliche vnzuchtige Bubenstuck darein 
gemischt, das kein zuchtig, from Mensch leiden, zuuor 
kein jung Mensch, ohne schaden lesen oder horen kan, 
Gerad, als hetten sie ein Buch in das gemein Frawen haus, 
oder sonst vnter lose Buben gemacht • • • • • • • • • • • , 
DArumb so bitten wir alle frome Hertzen, wollen den-
selbigen Deudschen schendlichen EsopUffi ausrotten, vnd 
diesen an sein stat gebrauchen • • • • • 
WAs sonst nutz vnd nicht schedliche Fabeln sind, 
w~llen wir mit der zeit auch, so Got wil, leutern vnd 
fegen, damit es ein lustiger vnd lieblicher, doch er-
barlicher vnd zuchtiger vnd nutzlicher Esopus werde, des 
man ohne Sunde lachen vnd gebrauchen konde, Kinder vnd 
Gesind zu warnen vnd vnterweisen auff jr zukUnfftiges 
Leben vnd Wandel, Daher er denn von anfang ertichtet vnd 
gemacht ist. nl 
Erasmus Alberus, one of the most gifted and most eager 
advocates of the Reformation published his Das Buch der Tugend 
und Weissheit in 1534. This work contained a series of forty-
nine fables in which the satire and polemics directed against 
the Catholic Church are easily recognizable. An especially 
interesting feature of his work is the rythmic use of the 
German language. The eight syllables, seldom nine, of each 
line have, almost entirely pure Iambic meter. The syllables 
are not, as with Waldis, simply counted, but weighted, and the 
rise and length, like the fall and brevity of the syllabic 
tone are joined in harmony. The forty-seventh fable in his 
work is an excellent example of his art: 
1Thiele, page 3. 
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Once upon a time, in the Near-East, a donkey ran away 
from his master. Wandering in the desert, he came upon a 
lion's skin and proceeded to clothe himself with it. The 
garment succeeded in making him very proud; 
"Ich will mich, wenn ich komm' zu Haus, 
fur einen Schultheiss geben aus, 
ja wohl, man wird mich sehen an, 
fur einen freien Edelmann, 
Bocks Marter. wie bin ich so fein, 
ich durft wohl uberm Kaiser sein 
ich bin so keck und unversagt, 
dass ich ibn bring en 1till ums Reich. 
Mir ist kein Mensch auf Erden gleich. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i• Gluck zu. Ich fahr dahin mit Pracht 
Bald werd ich zu ein Pabst gemacht. nl 
The donkey returns home and passes himself off as a 
lion. He wishes to be known as . the "all-holiest," to rule 
over everyone. He forbids the marriage of priests, forbids 
the eating of meat, butter, and egg s on holidays, an d dethrones 
and enthrones emperors; 
"Kein Mensch gemeint hat nimmermehr, 
dass solch Person ein Esel war. 
Es hielt ein jeder sein Gebott, 
als ob er war der hochste Gott. 
Er hat den Himmel feil um Geld, 
betrog also die ganze Welt. 
Betrog Gott selbst im Himmel drein. 
Das mocht ein stolzer Esel sein."2 
The satire here is apparent, we can s ee immediately tha t 
the donkey represents the papacy. He continues with the coming 
1/ 
of a fine, intelligent man, who "sah herfur ein wenig hangen 
1Braune, page 141. 
2Braune, page 141. 
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die Ohren," and :pulled off the donkey's lion skin covering. 
It was Martin Luther "der sol chen Dienst uns hat getan. "1 
· Burkard Waldis, a Catholic priest of Riga, embraced 
the Protestant cause in about 1525. His Der Esopus ganz 
new gemacht, published in 1548, was like Alberus' work, 
designed to obtain converts to Luther's creed. Whereas 
Alberus' work consisted entirely of .Beast Fables satirizing 
Catholicism, Waldis also made use of inanimate objects and 
of human beings in satirizing Rome itself. It may also be 
argued that although these disciples of Luther helped spread 
his tenets through their indefatigable use of satire and 
polemic, their inflexible and uncompromising attitude toward 
all thing s pertaining to Catholicism eventually aided in 
perverting Luther's ideas into rigid dogma and hastened 
the coming of the Counter-Reformation. 
1Braune, page 14i. 
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The antipathy which Waldis expressed for Rome can be 
discerned in his fable Vom Wolfe, Fuchs und Esel. This poem 
relates the pilgrimage, made by the fox, wolf, and donkey, 
to Rome for the purpose of seeking salvation. Waldis 
satirizes the methods employed in the remission of sins 
and brings out that the strong and the shrewd, as repre-
sented by the wolf and the fox, are readily forgiven, 
1Nhereas the ordinary believer, a s represented by the donkey, 
is treated with undue harshness: 
Da sprach der wolf: "Ich halts furs best, 
Dass win jeder von sUnden lesst. 
Wo einer sich bessert und wird from, 
Ist gleich so vil, gieng er gen Rom." 
Und sprach: "Herr Reinhart, setzt euch nider, 
Hort mir die beicht, ich hors euch wider." 
Ich hab geslindet oft und vil, 
Wie ich euch jetzt erzelen wil. 
Ich hab vil schaf und lemmer zrissen, 
Auch oftmal s kuh und kelber bissen, 
Der zickel utid der jungen schwein 
Musst ich mich understen allein; 
Mich hat gejagt gar mancher baur, 
Damit mir ward mein leben saur. 
Was ihr mir setzen wolt zur buss, 
Vor die siind willig tragen muss." 
Da sprach der fuchs: " - - - - -
Doch wil ich dir zur buss jetzt setzen, 
Dein fuss soltu hinfurder netzen, 
Der fisch im wasser dich ernern, 
Hinfurder an die tier nit kern. 
Was im wasser und hart dabei 
Findest, das sei dir alles frei; 
Was an dem ufer auf drei schritt 
Kreucht, weiter sollt du greifen nit, 
Es sei ein krebs oder sunst ein al, 
Iss fur ein lamm, so bklimt dirs wol; 
Hab reu und leid, besser dein leben, 
Stee auf, dir sein dein sund vergeben!" 
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The fox then relates his sins to the wolf and is for-
given for his misdeeds by the latter. Thereupon the donkey 
relates his misdeeds and asks forgiveness: 
"Da sprach der esel: "Lieber herr, 
Wolt, dass ich auch der slind los wer. 
Mein schuld ich euch bekennen muss: 
Bit, seid mir gnedig mit der buss. 
Ich hab mein zeit in bosen tagen 
Zubracht, holz, seck und wasser tragen, 
Mein leib gefullt mit bonenstro, 
Meins lebens bin nit worden fro. 
Einsmals wolt essen leckerbissen: 
Meim treiber warn sein schuh zerissen, 
Darin het er frisch heu gestopft, 
flab ich im aus den schuhen geropft, 
Welchs mir auch ward gar ser verkert, 
Mein haut mit einem knuttel bert. 
Dabei konnt merken und verstan, 
Dass nit war allzu wol getan." 
"0", sprach der wolf, "du grosser sunder, 
Dass du noch lebst, das nimt mich wundert 
Vor in must sich der esel bucken 
Zerrissen in zu kleinen stucken.i 
------------------------------------------------------------
lTittman, page 133. 
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After the Reformation and during the literary epoch 
known as the Baroque, the fable, as a form of literary en-
deavor lay dormant. The fables of Luther, Waldis, and Alberus 
were reprinted and new editions were brought out from time 
to time, but it was not until the eighteenth century that 
fable \~iting again became a current literary form. 1 It was 
also during this eighteenth century that very few writers 
·could venture to claim the honors of a literary man, who 
had not distinguished themselves as Fabulists. Christian 
F. Gellert and Gotthold E. Lessing can be considered as the 
two outstanding examples of the Fabulist's art during this 
period: 
"So vrunderlich uns j etzt eine solche Ablei tung vorkomm.en 
mag, so hatte sie doch auf die besten Kopfe den ent-
schiedensten Einfluss. Dass Gellert und nachher Lichtwehr 
sich di.esem Fa.ch.e widmeten, dass selbst .Lessing dar.in 
zu arbeiten .versuchte, dass so viele andere ihr Talent 
dahin wendeten, spricht fur das Zutrauen, welches sich 
diese Gattung erworben hatte."l 
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Gellert's writings are chiefly charact.erized by an earnest 
religious feeling and a gentle humor. His Fabeln und Erzahlungen 
which appeared in 1746 and 1748, were, with the exception of 
Luther's Bible, the most popular books in Germany. This popu-
larity of Gellert's, among people of all classes, can best be 
understood by noting what he himself says, about his own ambi-
tions, in one of his letters; 
"Mein grosster Ehrgeiz besteht darinn, dass ich den 
Vernlinftigen dienen und gefallen will, und nicht den 
1Goethe, Werke, vol. 2, page 539. 
Gelehrten im engen Verstande. Ein kluges Frauenzimmer 
gilt mir mehr, als eine gelehrte Zeitung und der nie-
drigste Mann von gesundem Verstande ist mir wUrdig genug, 
seine Aufmerksamkeit zu suchen, sein Vergnligen zu 
befordern, und ihm in einem leicht zu behaltenden 
Ausdrucke gute Wahrheiten zu sagen, und edle 
Empfindungen in seiner Seele rege zu machen."l 
Gellerts fables show the influence of La Fontaine, the 
French Fabulist, but at the same time, his naive simplicity 
shows through whatever he appropriates. His artlessness, 
and ironical good-nature c~ be observed in his fable, 
Die Fliege:-
"Dass alle Thiere denken konnen, 
Diess scheint mir ausgemacht zu seyn. 
Ein Mann, den auch die Kinder witzig nennen, 
Aesopus hats gesagt, Fontaine stimmt ein. 
Wer vdrd auch so missgunstig seyn, 
Und Thieren nicht diess kleine Glucke gonnen, 
Aus dem die Welt so wenig macht? 
Denk, oder denke nicht, darauf gibt niemand acht. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
In einem Tempel voller Pracht, 
Aus dem die Kunst mit ewgem Stolze blickte, 
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Dich schnell zum Beyfall zwang, und gleich dafur entzuckte, 
Und wenn sie dich durch Schmuck besturzt gemacht, 
Mit edler Einfalt schon dich wieder zu dir brachte; 
In diesem Bau vall Ordnung und voll Pracht 
Sass eine finstre Flieg' auf einem Stein, und dachte. 
Denndass die Fliegen stets aus finstern Augen sehn, 
Und oft den Kopf mit einem Beine halten, 
Und oft die flache Stirne falten, 
Kommt bloss daher, weil sie so viel verstehen, 
Und auf den Grund der Sachen gehen. 
So sass auch bier die weise Fliege. 
Ein halbes Dutzend ernste Zuge 
Verfinsterten ihr Angesicht. 
Sie denkt tiefsinnig nach und spricbt: 
Woher ist dies Geb~ud' entstanden? 
Ist ausser ihm wohl jemand noch vorhanden, 
Der ist gemacht? Ich seh's nicht ein, 
1Gellert, vol. 8. 
Wer sollte dieser Jemand seyn? 
Die Kunst sprach die bejahrte Spinne, 
Hat diesen Tempel aufgebaut. 
Wohin doch nur dein blades Auge schaut, 
Wird es Gesetz und Ordnung inne: 
Und diess beweisst, dass ihn die Kunst gebaut. 
flier lachte meine Fliege laut. 
Die Kunst? sprach sie ganz hohnisch zu der Spinne; 
Was ist die Kunst? Ich sinn und sinne, 
Und sehe nichts, als ein Gedicht. 
Was ist sie denn? Durch wen ist sie vorhanden? 
Nein, dieses MAhrchen glaub ich nicht. · 
Lern es von mir, wie dieser Bau entstanden: 
Es kamen einst von ungefahr 
Viel Steinchen einer Art hierher, 
Und fiengen an, zusammen sich zu schicken. 
Daraus entstand der grosse hohle Stein, 
In welchem wir uns beid erblicken. 
Kann was begreiflicher als diese Meynung sein? 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Der Fliege konnen wir ein solch System vergeben: 
Allein das s grosse Geister leben, 
Die einer ordnung svollen Welt 
Ein Ungefahr zum Ursprung g eben, 
Und lieber zufallsweise leben, . 
Als einen Gott zum Thron erheben; 
Das kann man .ihnen nicht vergeben, 
Wenn man sie nicht fur Narren nal t. nl 
1Gellert, vol. 1, page 140 
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Since Lessing held aloof from no sort of activity 
which interested his contemporaries, fables are to be found 
among his earliest writings. At Leipzig the subject of the 
fable apparently occupied him a great deal for there are 
references to it in his letters, especially his letters to 
Moses Mendelsohn. He turned to the subject so seriously 
that in 1759 he published a volume of fable accompanied by 
a critical essay: Abhandlungen. 
Up to this point Lessing had been a critic treating 
with particular books or opinions. Here he deals with a 
phase of literary activity. He does not deal with it in an 
abstract manner, as though he were the first to investigate 
the subject, deducing his conclusions from certain principles 
and in accord with certain definitions. He takes the 
opinions of his predecessors, and by a . complete examination 
of their reasonings attains to his own results. His method 
is that of a thorough dialectic. He advances from and 
through the negative to the positive, a battle with error 
for the attainment of truth. A passag e from his Dramaturgie 
will indicate how he deliberately adopted this method: 
"Aus seinen (Voltaire) gering sten i s t noch immer e t was 
zu lernen: wenn schon nicht allezeit das, was er darin 
sagt: . weni sgstens da, was er hf:itte sag en sollen. Primus 
sap ientiae gradus est, fals a intellegere: Ein kritischer 
Schriftsteller dlinkt micht richtet sein e Methode auch 
am besten nach diesen Spruchlein ein. Er suchte sich 
nur jemanden, mit dem er streiten kann: so k ommt er nach 
und n a ch in der Materie, und das ubrig e findet sich. 
Wenn diese Methode aber etwa mehr mutvdllig als g rUndlich 
scheinen wollte, der soll wissen dass selbst der grundliche 
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Aristoteles sich ihrer bedient hat."l 
The chief writers whose opinions he discusses in bis essay 
on the fable are de la Motte, Picher, Breitinger, and Batteaux;2 
and the object he keeps in view is the attainment of a satis-
factory definition. One of the essential principles of the 
treatise is that the fable must set forth an action: 
''Was die Fable erzahl t, muss eine Folge von Veranderungen 
sein. Eine Ver'anderung, oder mehrere Veranderungen, die 
nur neben einander bestehen, und nicht auf einander folgen, 
wollen zur Fabel nicht ausreichen. Und ich kann es fur 
eine untruegliche Probe ausgeben, dass eine ]'abel schlecht 
ist, dass sie den Namen der Fabel gar nicht verdient, wenn 
ihre vermeinte Handlung sich ganz malen lasst. Sie enttialt 
alsdenn ein blosses Bild, und3der Maler hat keine Fabel, sondern ein Emblema gewahlt." 
An action, therefore, is not just a series of changes to 
him. It is a series of changes which together make the whole 
and the unity of the whole depends on all the parts with an 
aim. In this sense a drama and an epic contain an action. The 
aim of the dramatist and the epic poet is to excite the emo-
tions by imitating them, and this canonly be done by setting 
up a climax which they can approach and from which they can 
recede. They must therefore place within the action certain 
aims and subordinate them to the chief aim, so that the various 
emotions may co-exist. The fabulist on the other hand has 
nothing to do with the emotion. His purpose is merely to 
lL . ess1ng, vol. 10, page 83. 
2:r..essing, vol. 7, page 423. 
3Lessing, vol. 7, page 429. 
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instruct, to give us an apprehension of a particular moral 
truth. He gains his object at the point where the p rinciple 
is made sufficiently clear: 
"Ein armer geplagter Greis ward unwillig , warf seine 
Last von dem Rucken, und rief den Tod. Der Tod erscheiat. 
Der Greis erschrickt und fuhlt betroffen, dass elend 
leben doch besser als gar nicht leben ist. Nun, was soll 
ich? fragt der Tod. Ach lieber Tod, mir mei ne Last 
wieder aufhelfen."l 
The fable is complete and the fabulist is happy. The 
moral has been brought out. The incident, however, is not 
complete because it has been cut short by a very clever fancy , 
but not ended. But the story: What happened to the old man? 
Did Death take him or let him live? The fabulist is not con-
cerned \rlth these questions. The dramatist however, must 
answer them. 
The action of the epic and the drama must be complete 
in itself. The action of the fable is made complete by some-
thing outside itself - a moral principle. For this reason 
Lessing puts Aesop and Phaedrus abve La Fonta ine and his 
many imitators. The latter do not make it their object 
si~ply to set forth a moral principle and so invade the p ro-
vince of- art, which, as fabulists, they have nothi ng to do. 
Aesop and Phaedrus, having attained their ends, stop short, 
indifferent to the literaryniceties that are no concern of 
theirs and do not belong to them. 
1Lessing , vol. 7, page 439. 
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The frequent use of animals in fables was explained by 
Breitinger, by supposing that in literature we demand the 
marvelous above all things, and that the talking and arguing 
of animals is always a fresh surprise. Lessing disposes of 
this curious view by pointing out that the fabulist starts 
by assuming a world in which the fox and the wolf are capa-
ble of rational conversation, and that, therefore, there is 
nothing strange or unusual in their discussions. The real 
reason why animals are so often introduced is that their 
character is -permanently and universally known. Through them, 
therefore, a moral principle may be vividly set forth without 
any explanation.l 
The fables of Lessing (not his earlier style) are in 
strict accordance with his principles. He rarely introduces 
any ornament of style. The moral idea to be impressed on his 
readers is kept strictly in view and anything that could 
diminish its effect is not admitted to his scheme. Two ex-
amples of his principles are set forth: 
1. "Ein Mann hatte einen trefflichen Bogen von Ebenholz, mit 
dem er sehr weit und sicher schoss, und den er ungemein 
werth bielt. Einst aber, als er ibn aufmerksam betrachtete, 
sprach er: Ein wenig plump bist du doch. Alle deine Zierde 
bist du Gl~tte. Schade. - Doch dem ist abzuhelfen, fiel 
ihm ein. Ich \till hingehen und den besten Klinstler den 
Bogen schnitzen lassen. - Er ging hin. Der Klinstler 
schnitzte eine ganze ~agd uf den Bogen, und was hatte sich 
besser auf einen Bogen geschickt als eine ~agd? Der Mann 
war voller Freuden. 'Due verdienst diese Zierarthen, mein 
lieber Bogen.' Indem ¥dll er ihn versuchen, er spannt, 
und der Bogen - zerbricht.n2 
1Lessing, vol. 7, page 447. 
2Lessing, vol. 6, page 196. 
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2. "Was soll man zu den Dichtern sagen, die so gern ihren 
Flug Wei t uber alle Fassung des gr'6ssten Teiles ihrer 
Leser nehmen? Was sonst als was die -Nachtigall einst 
zu der Lerche sagte: Schwingst du dich Freundin, nur 
darum so hoch, um nich~ gehort zu werden?"l 
The above fables display considerable ingenious inven-
tion. They are both models of clear and terse statement, and 
the maxims they enforce are just as straightforward as Lessing 
can make them. They are both produced in accordance 1-vi th, and 
limited to his "rules." In consequence they are deprived of 
the liveliness and the puckish hum ·which are invested in his 
early attempts. They are depressing, dull, and lack any ex-
hilaration for the intellect. As a contrast, here are two 
examples of his earliest attempts at fable ¥~iting: 
1. "Ein Lowe vrurdigte einen drollichten Hasen seiner nahern 
bekanntschaft. Aber ist es denn wahr, fragte ihm einst 
der Base, dass euch Lowen ein elender krahender Hahn so 
leicht verjagen kann? 
Allerdings ist es wahr, antwortete der Lowe; und es ist 
eine allgemeine Anmerkung, dass wir grosse Tiere durch-
gangig eine gewisse kleine Schwachheit an uns haben. So 
wirst du zum Exempel, von den Elefanten gehort haben, dass 
ihm das Grunzen eines Schweins Schauder und Entsetzen 
erwecket.-
Wahrhaftig? unterbrach ihn der Base. Ja, nun begreif ich 
auoh, warum wir Hasen uns so entsetzlich vor den Hunden 
furchten."2 
2. "Vater der Thiere und Menschen, so sprachdas Pferd und 
nahte sich dem Throne des Zeus, man will, ich sei eines 
der schonsten Geschopfe, womit du die Welt geziert, und 
meine Eigenliebe heisst mich es glauben. Aber sollte 
gleichwohl nicht noch verschiedenes an mir zu bessern 
sein? Und was meinst du denn, dass an dir zu bessern sei? 
Rede; ·ich nehme Lehre ab: sprach der gute Gott und 
lachelte. Vielleicht, sprach das Pferd weiter, wlirde ich 
fluchtiger sein, wenn meine Beine hoher und schmachtiger 
waren; eine breitere Brust wlirde meine Starke vermehren; 
~essing, vol. 6, page 197. 
~essing, vol. 6, page 219. 
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und da du mich doch einmal bestimmt hast, deinen Liebling , 
den Menschen zu trag en, so konnte mir ja wohl der Sattel 
anerscha~~en sein, den mir der wohltatige Reiter au~legt. 
Gut, versetzte Zeus; dedulde dich einen Augenblick. Zeus 
mit ernstem Gesichte sprach das Wort der Schopfung . Da 
quell Leben in dem Staub, da verband sich organi zierter 
Sto~f; und plotzlich stand vor dem Throne - das hassliche 
Kamel. Das Pferd sah, schauderte und zitterte vor 
entsetzenden Abscheu. Bier sind hohere und schmachtig ere 
Beine, sprach Zeus; hier ist ein langer Schwanenhals; 
hier ist eine breitere Brust; hier ist der anerschaffene 
Sattel. Willst du Pferd, dass ich dich so umbilden soll? 
Das Pferd zitterte noch. 
Geh' fuhr Zeus ~ort; dieses Mal sei belehrt, ohne bestra~t 
zu werden. Dich deinerVer.messenheit aber dann und w~~n 
reuend zu erinnern, so daure du fort, neues Geschop~ -
Zeus warf einen erhaltenden Blick auf das Kamel - I -
und das Pferd blicke dich nie, ohne zu schaudern." 
The two examples just cited are not bound by "rules ." 
They are lively and sparked with a sly humor which is lack i ng 
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in the ~irst t wo examples. In order to exhilarate the intellect, 
mental ~ood should have some degree of freshness, and freshness 
is the qu ality that is usually lacking in moral i n struction. 
To be sure, the last t wo examples violate Lessing 's concep tion 
of the nature o~ the fable by making it interesting , but he 
himself has shown us tha t we can combine the humorous with 
the enterta ining and still present a , moral prin ciple. This 
thought is best exemplified by William Caxton who states:-
"The whiche_yf thou rede them: they shalle aguyse and 
sharpe thy wytte and shal gyue to the caus e o~ Joye."2 
lLessing , vol. 6, page 219. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Beast Fable is international in character and 
can be associated with the frunous fables of Aesopus. The 
Beast Epic, however, bears the mark of the country in which 
it originated. 
The oldest Beast Epic is the Ecbasis Captivi, written 
by a Lotheringen monk circa 940. The next recorded Beast 
Epic is the Ysengrimus of Magister Nivardus, circa 1140. The 
next development is the Reihnart Fuchs series. 
The Beast Epics and Beast Fables seem to be highly 
favored vehicles for satire in German Literature. They were 
particularly used in the era of the Reformation by Rollenhag en, 
Luther, Waldis, and Erasmus Alberus. 
After lying dormant for more than a century, the Fable 
and Beast Epic came to the fore again during the Classical 
period with such wTiters as Gellert and Lessing . The latter 
\~ote a critical essay which restricts and constricts the 
Fable with rules, and allows it only to point a moral. Since 
the appearance of this essay, the Fable and Beast Epic have 
lain moribund in the field of German Literature and we can 
only await the time when, as it did before, they ~~11 arise 
again from the ashes of decay and find their rightful place 
in German literature. 
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ABSTRACT 
The beast fable, which apparently originated in India, 
entered Germanic lands, through Latin vn-i ters, by way of Greece. 
A collection of beast fables, published by Heinrich Steinhovel 
in 1480, is one of the sources of those which in various lan-
guages are now called Aesop's Fables. The beast epic, however, 
bears the mark of the country in which it was written. 
The oldest recorded beast epic, the Ecbasis Captivi, was 
written by a monk of' Lorraine in about 940. It is an allegory 
which portrays the authors regeneration after having strayed 
from the :fold. The second Latin beast epic Ysengrimus, was 
written by a Magister Nivardus about t wo hundred years later. 
This poem, unlike the Ecbasis, is definitely satirical and 
uses the clergy as the butt of its satire. 
The next development of the beast epic occured in France 
between 1170 and 1250. Twenty-seven "branches" of the Roman 
de Renart came into existence during this period. 
In 1180, an Alsatian minstrel, Heinrich der Glichezaere, 
wrote the first High German beast epic, Reinhart Fuchs, based 
on "branches" of the Roman de Renart. The poem is permeated 
by ridicule, but behind the ridicule lies a bitter s corn for 
the corruption and ignorance inherent in human nature. A 
Flemish Van den vos Reinaerde, written by Willem, a poet of 
East Flanders, about 1250, and also based on some of the "branches" 
of the Roman de Renart is the source of all the Fuchs epics 
which have come down to us. 
The satiric and didactic elements which seem inseparable 
from the beast epic in all its forms, took an even more promi-
nent place in a version published in Antwerp by Hinrek van 
Alkmar. This viTiter provided his version with a gloss in which 
the moral and religious bearings of the poem were set forth. 
This gloss is known as the Catholic gloss, to diff erentiate it 
from succeeding versions, beginning in 1539, which contained a 
revised gloss from the standpoint of the Reformation and called 
the Protestant gloss. The beast epic, with its capacity for 
satire, was used as a weapon for the Protestant cause during 
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the Reformation. Writers such as Georg Rollenhagen and Wolfhart 
Spangler, who were familiar with the Fuchs stories used the idea s 
found therein in their own writings. Rollenhagen wrote a parody 
on Aristophanes Batrachomyomachia (the Battle of t he Frog s and 
Mice), and Spangler used geese for his models in der Ganskonig. 
The beast fable also reached a high point in its cultiva-
tion through the efforts of Martin Luther, Erasmus Alberus, 
and Burkard Waldis. The polemics which these writers incor-
porated into their fables ·were also a potent force for the Pro-
testant cause during the Reformation. Luther revised a collec-
tion of Aesopian Fables and included a preface for their use in 
teaching the young. Albertus Magnus and Burkard Waldis 
specialized in polemics against the P'ope and Rome respectively. 
After the Reformation and during the Baroque period, the 
fable seemed to be in a state of suspended animation. It was 
not until the eighteenth century that it again came into its 
own, and very few writers who had not distinguished themselves 
as Fabulists, could venture to claim the honors of a literary 
man. 
The outstanding examples during this period were 
Christian F. Gellert and Gotthold E. Lessing. Gellert's 
fables which appeared in 1746 and 1748 were, with the excep-
tion of Luther's Bible, the most popular books in Germany. 
His fables show the influence of La Fontaine, but at the same 
time, his naive simplicity shows through whatever he appro-
priates. His artlessnes and ironical good nature can be 
observed in many of his fables. 
Lessing turned to the fable so seriously that he pub-
lished a volume of fables, accompanied by a critical essay, 
in 1759. In this essay, Lessing sets up rules about the style, 
format, and treatment of the fable. He :points out that the 
fable is not to be used as a medium of entertainment, but 
only to present a moral. By thus circumscribing the fable 
with various rules and regulations, Lessing succeeded in 
stifling a pleasant form of entertainment and substituting 
a dull and spiritless form of literary endeavor. 
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